GRANT AND PUBLISHING RESOURCES
FOR LAW LIBRARIANS INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR GRANTS OR PUBLISHING

Grant Resources

AALL offers many grant opportunities, and so do other entities. These resources help identify and apply for grants.


Adrienne DeWitt, *Grant Writing and Law Libraries: Six Steps to Help You Apply Successfully*, 18 AALL Spectrum 17 (2014). This article broadly addresses grants rather than specifically discussing research grants, but many of the ideas presented are helpful.

Legal Scholarship Blog. The “Grants” section lists a number of agencies and provides a list of resources on grant writing.

AALL Research Agenda 2013-2016. From the AALL Strategic Plan, this might provide inspiration for a topic.

Places to Publish

These publications regularly include law-librarian scholarship. Check online for deadlines and editorial policies.

- AALL Spectrum
- Law Library Journal
- Legal Information Review
- Perspectives: Teaching Legal Research and Writing
- Legal Reference Services Quarterly
- International Journal of Legal Information
- Trends Interactive: A Dialog on Law Libraries and Technology
- Library Journal
- American Libraries
- College & Research Libraries
- AALL Chapter and SIS newsletters and blogs

Publishing in Law Reviews

Law librarians have also published in law reviews. These sources help navigate the submission process.


Washington and Lee University School of Law’s Law Journals: Submissions and Ranking, 2008-2015. This sortable list includes relevant categories such as “Research, Writing, and Libraries” and “Legal Profession and Legal Education.”

Underneath the Law Review Submission Process, Prawfsblawg. This is a multipart series on submitting to law reviews, from April of 2012. Link is to final post, Part VI; the first paragraph includes links to the prior posts.